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Interactions are known to have dramatic effects on bosonic gases in one dimension (1D). Not only does the ground state transform from a condensate like state to an effective Fermi sea, but new fundamental excitations, which do not have any higher-dimensional equivalents, are predicted to appear. In this work, we trace these elusive excitations via their effects on the dynamical structure factor of 1D strongly interacting Bose gases at low temperature. An array of 1D Bose gases is obtained by loading a $^{87}$Rb condensate in a two-dimensional lattice potential. The dynamical structure factor of the system is probed by energy deposition through low-momentum Bragg excitations. The experimental signals are compared to recent theoretical predictions for the dynamical structure factor of the Lieb-Liniger model at $T > 0$. Our results demonstrate that the main contribution to the spectral widths stems from the dynamics of the interaction-induced excitations in the gas, which cannot be described by the Luttinger liquid theory.


I. INTRODUCTION

Most of our understanding of many-body quantum systems is anchored in the concept of (quasi)particles. Starting from free constituents obeying either fermionic or bosonic statistics, one builds a many-body ground state as either a Fermi sea or a Bose-Einstein condensate. In two or three dimensions, interactions then “adiabatically deform” the ground state into a Fermi liquid [1] with well-defined electron-like excitations, or a condensate state with Bogoliubov-like modes [2], respectively. In both cases, these well-defined excitations are conveniently described as quasiparticles and reveal themselves via sharp lines in dynamical response functions, indicative of free-particle-like coherently propagating modes.

Conversely, one-dimensional (1D) interacting systems are characterized by a breakdown of the basic Fermi liquid quasiparticle picture [3]. The true quasiparticles of such systems are not adiabatically connected to free ones and must be described using a different language. This occurs because collective modes take over: applying perturbations does not create single Fermi-liquid quasiparticles but rather an energy continuum of excitations, so that the system response functions develop features such as broad resonances and power-law asymptotes [4–7]. In electronic systems and spin chains these characteristic continua of excitations have been recently observed [8–10], while their counterparts in interacting bosonic systems have not yet been unambiguously obtained.

In the last decades, cold atomic gases have offered a versatile experimental setting for studying different properties of 1D systems (see [11] and references therein). More recently the study has been extended, e.g., to the experimental investigation of thermodynamic properties [12], impurity dynamics [13,14], and multiple spin fermionic systems [15].

In this work, we probe the excitations of strongly interacting 1D bosonic quantum gases at low temperature using Bragg spectroscopy [16,17], in which a laser grating of amplitude $V$ imprints a perturbation onto the gas at specified momentum $hq$ and energy $h\omega$. This results in a measurable increase of energy which depends on (and thus gives access to) the dynamical structure factor (DSF) $S(q,\omega)$ of the gas. We present an analysis of the Bragg excitations spectra previously reported in [18] through the comparison with a recent theoretical analysis of finite-temperature effects in the Lieb-Liniger model describing repulsively interacting bosons [19]. The excellent agreement with the solution of the model demonstrates that both quasiparticle and quasihole modes with nonlinear dispersion relations are contributing to the experimental correlation signals, in a regime that lies beyond the reach of Luttinger liquid theory.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present the theoretical model used to describe the response of a single 1D gas to the Bragg excitation. In Sec. III we describe the experimental procedure used to obtain the Bragg spectra. In Sec. IV we compare the theoretical and experimental findings, extending the theoretical model to account for the inhomogeneous distribution of tubes in the array. In Sec. V we discuss the origin of the measured spectra, highlighting the role of interactions. Finally, In Sec. VI we summarize the results and present our conclusions.
II. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF A SINGLE INTERACTING 1D GAS AT FINITE TEMPERATURE.

A 1D Bose gas can be modeled by the Lieb-Liniger Hamiltonian \[ H = -\frac{\hbar^2}{2m} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x_j^2} + g_{1D} \sum_{j>k=1}^{N} \delta(x_j - x_k), \] where \( m \) is the atomic mass and \( g_{1D} \) is the strength of two-body contact repulsive interactions \[20\]. Two dimensionless parameters characterize the equilibrium state: the interaction strength \( \gamma = m g_{1D} / (\hbar^2 \rho) \), \( \rho \) being the atomic density, and the reduced temperature \( \tau = 2mk_BT/(\hbar^2 \rho)^2 \) \[21\]. Depending on the value of these parameters, the equilibrium state of the 1D Bose gas resembles an ideal gas, a quasicondensate, or a Tonks-Girardeau gas \[22,23\]. While at \( \gamma \ll 1 \) the excitation spectrum is well described by Bogoliubov theory, at large enough \( \gamma \) interactions create an effective ground-state Fermi surface with a Fermi wave vector \( k_F = \pi \rho \), and the excitation spectrum is broadened into a continuum between Bogoliubov-like quasiparticle (Lieb I) and Fermi-like quasihole (Lieb II) modes \[6\], as represented in Fig. 1. At fixed momentum [gray dashed line in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)], the energy spectrum in the two limiting cases will result in a single resonance for \( \gamma \ll 1 \) and a broad asymmetric curve for \( \gamma \gg 1 \) which tends to a uniform distribution bound between Lieb I and II modes for \( \gamma \rightarrow \infty \) \[24\].

In the low but finite-temperature regime of the experiment, \( \tau \approx 1 \) and \( \gamma \approx 1 \), both contributions from interactions and finite temperature have to be accounted for to quantitatively compare the experimental signals to the theoretical predictions. Computing dynamical correlations of the Lieb-Liniger model at finite temperature is a difficult task \[25\], and a quantitative theory, for the specific case of the dynamical structure factor, has become available only recently \[19\]. This theoretical description allows us to understand and interpret the experimental spectra of an array of 1D gases, which was previously analyzed \[18\] with an incomplete theory based on the incorrect assumption of a mean-field regime where temperature was the major broadening source.

At finite temperature \( T \), the increase of energy in the gas due to the Bragg pulse of time duration \( t_B \) is proportional to \( \omega S(q,\omega) \) through the relation \[26\],

\[ \Delta E(q,\omega) = \left( \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} \right) \left( \frac{V}{2} \right) t_B \omega(1 - e^{-\beta \omega_0})S(q,\omega), \]

where \( \beta = 1/(k_BT) \). Using the above-mentioned theory \[19\], we accurately evaluate the DSF for the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1), i.e., for the integrable Lieb-Liniger model \[6\]. The method is based on the Bethe ansatz, and relies on explicitly summing intermediate-state contributions in a spectral representation.

Calculating the DSF. The dynamical structure factor can be expressed as

\[ S(q,\omega) = \int dx \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\tau e^{i\omega \tau} \langle \hat{\rho}(x,t)\hat{\rho}(0,0) \rangle, \]

where \( \hat{\rho}(x,t) \) is the density operator. In a Lehmann spectral representation, this becomes

\[ S(q,\omega) = \frac{1}{Z} \sum_{\lambda,\mu} e^{-\beta E_{\mu}} |\langle \mu |\hat{\rho}_q|\lambda \rangle|^2 \delta(\omega - [E_{\mu} - E_{\lambda}]/\hbar), \]

where \( Z \) is the partition function and the summations extend over all eigenstates of the system, \( \hat{\rho}_q \) is the Fourier transform of the density operator \( \hat{\rho}(x) \), and \( E_{\mu} \) is the energy of an eigenstate \( |\mu \rangle \), known through the Bethe ansatz \[6\]. Together with a knowledge of matrix elements of the density operator \[27\], this allows for a precise numerical evaluation of the dynamical structure factor of a finite 1D Bose gas \[19\]. One particular aspect worth emphasizing here is that the matrix elements of the density operator are only non-negligible between states differing from each other by a very small (one or two) number of particle-hole (Liebs I and II) quasiparticle excitations; this means that the DSF (unlike more complicated observables) is sensitive to the presence of individual quasiparticles.

In practice, the calculation method consists of the following steps. For a given interaction, density, and temperature, a solution is found for the equilibrium state using the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz \[28\]. A discrete system size \( N \) is then chosen (as large as computationally practical) and a state is constructed which most closely matches the thermal one. The DSF is thereafter obtained by using the ABACUS algorithm \[29\] to sum the intermediate-state contributions to \( S(q,\omega) \) in order of decreasing importance, until satisfactory saturation of sum rule,

\[ \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega \omega S(q,\omega) = \frac{\hbar q^2}{2m}, \]

is achieved.

Inhomogeneous trapped gas. The presence of an overall trapping potential along the axis of the 1D gas breaks the integrability of the Lieb-Liniger model. In order to compute the dynamical structure factor of an inhomogeneous trapped gas, we first employ the local density approximation (LDA), where
the response of the gas is assumed to be a sum of responses of small portions along the trap with different densities [21]. We then verified that the response of the inhomogeneous gas is well approximated by the response of a uniform gas having a density equal to the mean density of the trapped one. The latter is used in the calculation.

**Error estimation of the theoretical curves.** Our calculation is affected by two types of inaccuracies. The first originates from lack of saturation of the sum rule, and it is represented by the shaded area in Fig. 2. The second source of error comes from finite-size effects. Figure 2 presents the computation of the energy spectra at fixed density and for increasing system sizes, and shows that the response saturates for \( N \geq 30 \), well approximating the thermodynamic limit.

### III. EXPERIMENTAL BRAGG SPECTRA

We realize an array of independent 1D Bose gases by loading a Bose-Einstein condensate of about \( 2 \times 10^5 \) atoms of \(^{87}\text{Rb} \) in a two-dimensional (2D) optical lattice [30], produced by two laser standing waves with wavelength \( \lambda_1 = 830 \text{ nm} \) aligned along the orthogonal directions \( x \) and \( z \). The large amplitude of the optical lattices \( |V_{\text{L}}| = s E_r \), with \( s = 35 \sim 50 \), and where \( E_r = \hbar^2/2m\lambda_1^2 \) results in very large radial trapping frequencies, \( \Omega_z/(2\pi) \approx 40 \sim 50 \text{ kHz} \). This plays a crucial role in reaching the regime of small temperatures \( \tau \approx 1 \) as \( \tau \propto \Omega_z^{-2} \) and \( \gamma \approx 1 \), where interactions affect the response of the system. The axial trapping frequency ranges from 53 to 63 Hz when the lattice depth is varied from \( s = 35 \) to \( s = 50 \).

To probe the dynamical structure factor \( S(q,\omega) \), we perturb the system with a Bragg pulse. In practice, two laser beams detuned by 200 GHz from the \(^{87}\text{Rb} \) D2 line are shone onto the atoms for a time duration \( t_B = 3 \text{ ms} \), producing a Bragg grating potential \( V \cos(qy - \omega t) \) where \( V/\hbar \approx 900 \text{ Hz} \) [31]. The Bragg pulse induces two-photon transitions in the system. The transferred energy \( \hbar \omega \) is varied by tuning the frequency difference of the two Bragg beams, whereas the momentum transfer is set by the fixed angle between the beams to \( \hbar q = h \times 7.5(2) \mu \text{m}^{-1} \), which corresponds to \( q \approx 0.6k_F \) [32].

The production of excitations is detected by monitoring the total energy \( \Delta E \) deposited in the process as a function of \( \omega \) [33]. In the experiment, after the excitation we decrease the lattice depth to \( s = 5 \), letting the system thermalize for a few milliseconds. We then measure the rms size \( \sigma \) of the central peak of the atomic density distribution after time-of-flight, which reflects the in-trap momentum distribution [18].

We have verified the increase of \( \sigma^2 \) due to Bragg excitation, compared to the squared width \( \sigma_0^2 \) measured in the case of the unperturbed system, to be proportional to the increase of total energy \([18,33]\), and thus we can write

\[
\sigma^2(\omega) - \sigma_0^2 = \alpha \Delta E_{\text{exp}}(\omega),
\]

where \( \alpha \) is a proportionality constant.

![Figure 2](image2.png) **FIG. 2.** (Color online) Energy spectra calculated through thermodynamic Bethe ansatz for typical parameters of the experiment \( (\rho = 4.5 \mu \text{m}^{-1}, \text{ and } \gamma = 1.2) \) and different system sizes. The amplitude of the spectra is renormalized to have the same integral. The shaded areas represent the calculated uncertainty (see text). For system size \( N \geq 30 \) the results are close enough to the thermodynamic one.

![Figure 3](image3.png) **FIG. 3.** (Color online) Experimental data and theoretical spectra at \( T = 0 \), illustrating the characteristics of different approaches (finite-temperature effects are discussed later). The graph shows the energy \( \Delta E \) transferred to an array of 1D gases as a function of the Bragg excitation frequency \( \omega \). The surface \( \hbar q \approx 0.6 k_F \). The 1D gases are confined in a lattice of depth \( s = 35 \). Blue dots: experimental data. The values are averages over up to five repeated measurements and the error bars are standard deviations. The shaded area below the experimental dots is a guide for the eyes. Dashed line: energy transfer calculated according to the Luttinger liquid theory (see text). Solid thick line: Bethe ansatz solution at interaction strength \( \gamma \approx 1 \) presented in this work. Inset: The same experimental data are shown along with the Bogoliubov theory for weakly interacting bosons \( (\gamma \ll 1, \text{ dotted line}) \) and Tonks-Girardeau limit for hard-core bosons \( (\gamma = \infty, \text{ dash-dotted line}) \). The integral of each theoretical curve is normalized to that of the experimental signal. The conclusion is thus that a correct treatment of the interactions, as performed within the Bethe ansatz, already accounts for most of the observed interaction width.
of the experimental data. The insets show the mean squared residuals between data and theoretical curves at different test temperatures.

In Fig. 3 we report a typical experimental energy spectrum $\Delta E(\omega)$ (blue dots) with the energy transfer calculated according to the Luttinger liquid theory [34], and the solution from the Bethe ansatz approach presented in this work ($\gamma \simeq 1, \tau = 0$, solid thick line). The comparison of these two theories with the experimental results enlightens that the Luttinger liquid model fails to describe the experimental results, whereas the Bethe ansatz solution of the Lieb-Liniger model successfully describes this intermediate regime of interactions where atomic dynamical correlations derive from both Lieb I and Lieb II modes. In the inset of Fig. 3 we compare the same experimental data to two limiting cases where analytic predictions are available [35]: hard-core bosons in the Tonks-Girardeau regime ($\gamma = \infty, \tau = 0$; dashed line) and weakly interacting bosons [36] ($\gamma \ll 1, \tau = 0$, dotted line). These curves do not match the experimental findings, demonstrating that even if $\gamma \simeq 1$ the experimental data show strong deviation from the weakly interacting case. Note that although the $1/\gamma$ corrections to the DSF in the Tonks-Girardeau limit are known [37], for the values of $\gamma \simeq 1$ they yield unphysical results. Therefore we consider only the limiting case of $\gamma = \infty$ for the purposes of comparison.

IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

Since in the experiment we have an inhomogeneous 2D array of 1D gases confined in a 2D optical lattice of amplitude $s = 45$ (a), $s = 35$ (b), and $s = 50$ (c), after a Bragg excitation. The error bars are standard deviations over up to five repeated measurements per frequency. The lines are the calculated response of the array of 1D systems at different test temperatures $T$.

\[ \delta g = g \frac{\pi}{2} \sqrt{\frac{\text{erf}[s^{1/4}/\sqrt{2}]}{\text{erf}[s^{1/4}/2]^2}} \]  

where $g = 4\pi \hbar^2/a$, with $a$ the s-wave scattering length.
Concerning the change of the overall trapping frequencies, we make use of a harmonic approximation to evaluate the contribution from the optical lattice beams, an approximation that holds as long as the waist of the laser beam is larger than the size of the atomic cloud. The frequencies of the combined trap (magnetic and optical) are measured in the experiment through dipole oscillations. The results are in good agreement with the harmonic approximation.

Given the trapping frequencies, the chemical potential defines the overall Thomas-Fermi radius in the transverse directions $x$ and $z$, $R_{x,z} = \sqrt{2\mu_{3D}(s)/m\omega_{x,z}^2(s)}$.

The site indices $(k,l)$ range from $(0,0)$, which corresponds to the center of the trap, to $(k_M^M,k_M^M)$, defined as

$$k_{x,z}^M = 2R_{x,z}/\lambda_L.$$  

Assuming $k^M = k_z^M \equiv k_M$ for simplicity of notation, the atom distribution can be written as

$$N_{k,l} = N_{0,0} \left(1 - \frac{k^2 + l^2}{k^2_M}\right)^{3/2},$$

with $N_{0,0} = 5N/(2\pi k^2_M)$ the atom number in the central site. Similar atom distributions have been used to analyze the results of several experiments [39,40].

Once the atom number distribution $N_{k,l}$ over the array of 1D gases has been calculated, we obtain the distributions of the interaction parameter $\gamma_{k,l}$ and the Fermi wave vector $(k_F)_{k,l} = \pi\rho_{k,l}$. In Fig. 4 we plot the distribution of $\gamma_{k,l}$ and $q/(k_F)_{k,l}$ for the experimental case. The weighted mean values are typically $\langle \gamma \rangle \simeq 1$ and $\langle k_F \rangle \simeq q/0.6$, where the weight associated with a single gas $(k,l)$ is assumed to be equal to its relative atom number $N_{k,l}/N$, as justified by the $f$-sum rule in Eq. (5). From those distributions we calculate the energy spectra of each gas composing the 2D array.

Calculated the total response of the array of 1D gases. Assuming the gases to be independent from each other during the Bragg excitation (the tunneling time between neighboring sites is about $\sim 200$ ms at $s = 35$, much larger than the duration of the Bragg excitation $t_B = 3$ ms), we write the total response as the weighted sum of single gas responses. Since averaging over the $\sim 2000$ different contributions that we estimate to have in the experiment would have resulted in impractically long computational times, we have evaluated the weighted sum on a representative set of 12 gases, whose parameters $(\rho, t, k_F, ...)$ have been determined by coarse-graining the actual distribution.

V. ORIGIN OF THE MEASURED SPECTRAL WIDTH

Figure 5 reports the comparison of the experimental response of an array of 1D gases at $s = 30,45,50$ with the Bethe-ansatz-based ABACUS predictions, which take into account all the experimental conditions as explained above, and is valid in the regime of interactions $\gamma \simeq 1$. Note that the calculation assumes temperature to be constant over the whole array [41], and the theoretical and experimental data are normalized to their integral. The spectral broadening that can be observed in Fig. 5 has in principle different possible sources, i.e. inhomogeneity, temperature, and interactions [42].

To analyze the contribution of inhomogeneity, Fig. 6(a) shows the calculated response of the single 1D gases that compose the array, weighted with their atom number. The central 1D gases, with larger atom numbers, dominate the total response: not only do they carry the largest weights, but their response is also broad enough to cover that of the others. Therefore the total response of the gas is well captured by considering a single “average” gas with $\langle \gamma \rangle \simeq 1$, $(\rho) \simeq 5\, \mu m^{-1}$, and $q/(k_F) \simeq 0.6$. To get more physical insight, in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) we plot the first two moments $m_1$ (average frequency) and $m_2$ (variance) of the calculated $\Delta E(q,\omega)$ as a function of the density $\rho$ for different temperatures $T$.

\[\text{FIG. 6. (Color online) Calculated energy spectra } \Delta E(q,\omega) \text{ for single 1D gases that compose the array. Atom distribution and parameters are those of the experimental spectrum of Fig. 5(a). (a) Calculated response of the single 1D gases of variable density } \rho_{k,l} \text{ composing the 2D array. At low densities, finite-size effects are more pronounced than at high density, leading to artificial structures of the spectrum, noticeable at } \rho = 1.70\, \mu m^{-1}. (b, c) First two moments of } \Delta E(q,\omega) \text{ for a single 1D gas as a function of density } \rho \text{ and for different temperatures } T.\]
experiment, simultaneously sets both $\gamma$ and the momentum and energy scales $k_F$ and $\omega_F$. Therefore understanding the modifications in $\Delta E$ induced by a change of the density is more involved than it is in the dimensionless approach. A reduction of $\rho$ results in a larger interaction parameter $\gamma (\propto \rho^{-3})$ and in a decrease of both Fermi momentum $\propto (k_F)$ and Fermi energy $\propto (\rho^2)$. The differences in these scaling laws are responsible for the behavior of $m_2$ shown in Fig. 6(c), corresponding to a shrinking of the spectrum as decreasing the density. Moreover, at relatively high densities, as in our experiment (for $\rho \sim 5 \ \mu m^{-1}$), both $m_1$ and $m_2$ only weakly depend on $T$ (for $\tau \lesssim 2$). Then we can conclude that the response of a single 1D gas has an energy width mostly due to interaction effects, rather than finite-temperature broadening, and this conclusion can be extended to the whole array, as confirmed by the direct comparison between experiments and theory in Fig. 5.

The large width of the measured spectra is evidence for the existence of quasiparticle and quasihole excitations (Lieb I and Lieb II modes) in a strongly correlated Bose gas. In contrast to the conclusions previously drawn by some of the authors (when, in the absence of a complete theory at finite temperature, they attributed large spectral widths to finite-temperature effects [18]), the present work demonstrates that interactions play a crucial role in our experimental observations while finite-temperature effects contribute only marginally. Nevertheless, the analysis of the deviation of the experimental data from the theory allows us to extract a best-fitting temperature of the order of $T \simeq 40 \ \text{nK}$ (see insets of Fig. 5).

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Fundamental excitations of strongly correlated systems in one dimension, in contrast to their higher-dimensional counterparts, naturally lead to interaction-widened continua instead of sharp well-defined coherent lines. In our work, a theoretical approach, which includes all the realistic conditions—temperature, inhomogeneity, and interactions—allows us to interpret the experimental spectra of low-temperature interacting 1D gases and highlight the crucial role of interactions. In the regime of parameters of our experiment, with $\gamma \simeq 1$ and $\tau \simeq 1$, we have shown that the experimentally observed width in the dynamical structure factor, obtained using Bragg spectroscopy, can be ascribed to the underlying interactions instead of finite temperatures. The physical response can be understood from collective excitations of the Lieb-Liniger model that are not captured by the Luttinger liquid approach. Our study validates this setup as an adequate quantum simulator for the further study of dynamical properties of in- and out-of-equilibrium 1D strongly correlated bosons.
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We note that the Bogoliubov mean-field response is shifted toward higher frequencies than the Luttinger response. This stems from the fact that the mean-field sound velocity $v_s = \sqrt{8\hbar D \rho / m}$ (see Ref. [35]) is substantially larger than the Luttinger sound velocity [34]. Moreover, the two expressions of sound velocity exhibit a different dependence on density, giving a different broadening due to the inhomogeneity of the array.

We estimate $k_F$ as the average value over all the array.

The Luttinger curve is obtained using the second-order dispersion relations $\epsilon_{\pm} = |h v_s q \pm h^2 q^2 / (2m)|$ for the two Lieb modes. For the sound velocity $v_s$ we use the expression of Lieb and Liniger [6], which is a very accurate approximation of the numerical calculation of the Luttinger sound velocity for $\gamma \leq 10$ [see M. A. Cazalilla, J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 37, S1 (2004)]. The dynamical structure factor is then given by $S(q, \omega) \sim \delta \epsilon / (\omega - \epsilon_{\pm})^{\mu_1}$, with $\delta \epsilon = (\epsilon_+ - \epsilon_-)$ [see, e.g., M. Khodas, M. Pustilnik, A. Kamenev, and L. I. Glazman, Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 110405 (2007)].
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The Luttinger curve is obtained using the second-order dispersion relations $\epsilon_{\pm} = |h v_s q \pm h^2 q^2 / (2m)|$ for the two Lieb modes. For the sound velocity $v_s$ we use the expression of Lieb and Liniger [6], which is a very accurate approximation of the numerical calculation of the Luttinger sound velocity for $\gamma \leq 10$ [see M. A. Cazalilla, J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 37, S1 (2004)]. The dynamical structure factor is then given by $S(q, \omega) \sim \delta \epsilon / (\omega - \epsilon_{\pm})^{\mu_1}$, with $\delta \epsilon = (\epsilon_+ - \epsilon_-)$ [see, e.g., M. Khodas, M. Pustilnik, A. Kamenev, and L. I. Glazman, Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 110405 (2007)].